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Black Power Beyond Borders The Global Dimensions Of
The Black Power Movement Contemporary Black History
Crossing Boundaries: Ethnicity, Race, and National Belonging in a Transnational World,
edited by Brian D. Behnken and Simon Wendt, explores ethnic and racial nationalism
within a transnational and transcultural framework in the long twentieth-century (late
nineteenth to early twenty-first century).
Literary Black Power in the Caribbean focuses on the Black Power movement in the
anglophone Caribbean as represented and critically debated in literary texts, music and
film. This volume is groundbreaking in its focus on the creative arts and artists in their
evaluations of, and insights on, the relevance of the Black Power message across the
region. The author takes a cultural studies approach to bring together the political with
the aesthetic, enriching an already fertile debate on the era and the subject of Black
Power in the Caribbean region. The chapters discuss various aspects of Black Power in
the Caribbean: on the pages of journals and magazines, at contemporary conferences
that radicalized academia to join forces with communities, in fiction and essays by
writers and intellectuals, in calypso and reggae music, and in the first films produced in
the Caribbean. Produced at the 50th anniversary of the 1970 Black Power Revolution in
Port of Spain, Trinidad, this timely book will be of interest to students and academics
focusing on Black Power, Caribbean literary and cultural studies, African diaspora, and
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Global South radical political and cultural theory.
The lifework of a pioneering scholar and leader in Latino studies
Ultimately, Black Power reveals a black freedom movement in which the ideals of
desegregation through nonviolence and black nationalism marched side by side.
In Out of Oakland, Sean L. Malloy explores the evolving internationalism of the Black
Panther Party (BPP); the continuing exile of former members, including Assata Shakur,
in Cuba is testament to the lasting nature of the international bonds that were forged
during the party's heyday. Founded in Oakland, California, in October 1966 by Huey P.
Newton and Bobby Seale, the BPP began with no more than a dozen members.
Focused on local issues, most notably police brutality, the Panthers patrolled their West
Oakland neighborhood armed with shotguns and law books. Within a few years, the
BPP had expanded its operations into a global confrontation with what Minister of
Information Eldridge Cleaver dubbed "the international pig power structure."Malloy
traces the shifting intersections between the black freedom struggle in the United
States, Third World anticolonialism, and the Cold War. By the early 1970s, the Panthers
had chapters across the United States as well as an international section
headquartered in Algeria and support groups and emulators as far afield as England,
India, New Zealand, Israel, and Sweden. The international section served as an official
embassy for the BPP and a beacon for American revolutionaries abroad, attracting
figures ranging from Black Power skyjackers to fugitive LSD guru Timothy Leary.
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Engaging directly with the expanding Cold War, BPP representatives cultivated
alliances with the governments of Cuba, North Korea, China, North Vietnam, and the
People’s Republic of the Congo as well as European and Japanese militant groups
and the Palestinian Liberation Organization. In an epilogue, Malloy directly links the
legacy of the BPP to contemporary questions raised by the Black Lives Matter
movement.
This book offers a new approach to reading the cultural memory of Africa in African
American fiction from the post-Civil Rights era and in Black British fiction emerging in
the wake of Thatcherism. The critical period between the decline of the Civil Rights
Movement and the dawn of the twenty-first century saw a deep contrast in the
distinctive narrative approaches displayed by diverse African diaspora literatures in
negotiating the crisis of representing the past. Through a series of close readings of
literary fiction, this work examines how the cultural memory of Africa is employed in
diverse and specific negotiations of narrative time, in order to engage and shape
contemporary identity and citizenship. By addressing the practice of “remembering”
Africa, the book argues for the signal importance of the African diaspora’s literary
interventions, and locates new paradigms for cultural identity in contemporary times.
This groundbreaking volume examines the transnational dimensions of Black Power how Black Power thinkers and activists drew on foreign movements and vice versa how
individuals and groups in other parts of the world interpreted 'Black Power,' from African
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liberation movements to anti-caste agitation in India to indigenous protests in New
Zealand.
Black Power beyond BordersThe Global Dimensions of the Black Power
MovementSpringer
This book presents a metacritique of racial formation theory. Across a diversity of
approaches and objects of analysis, the contributors assess the 'conceptual aphasia'
gripping racial theorizing in our multicultural moment: analyses of racism struck dumb
when confronted with the insatiable specter of black historical struggle.
This compact volume offers a compelling introduction to a group once deemed the
greatest threat to the internal security of the United States, the Black Panther Party. •
Synthesizes the latest scholarship on the Black Panther Party • Explains topics clearly
and in accessible language • Offers a compelling narrative that examines in depth the
breadth of Black Panther Party politics and political activity • Examines the ways in
which the Black Panther Party has been depicted in popular culture, including in films
and in hip-hop culture • Includes biographical sketches of the most significant Panther
members, along with a selection of primary documents
The status of boundaries and borders, questions of global poverty and inequality,
criteria for the legitimate uses of force, the value of international law, human rights,
nationality, sovereignty, migration, territory, and citizenship: debates over these critical
issues are central to contemporary understandings of world politics. Bringing together
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an interdisciplinary range of contributors, including historians, political theorists,
lawyers, and international relations scholars, this is the first volume of its kind to explore
the racial and imperial dimensions of normative debates over global justice.
Prologue -- Part One. Empire and Union -- Borderlands -- Slavery and Political Culture
-- Markets, Money, and Class -- Continentalism -- Border Wars -- Death of a Union -Part Two. Nation and Empire -- Birth of a Nation -- Defining a Nation-State -- Capitalism
-- Imperial Arms -- Alternative Paths -- Reconstructions -- Epilogue: Revolution, War,
and the Borders of Power
Covers the entire range of the history of U.S. foreign relations from the colonial period
to the beginning of the 21st century. A Companion to U.S. Foreign Relations is an
authoritative guide to past and present scholarship on the history of American
diplomacy and foreign relations from its seventeenth century origins to the modern day.
This two-volume reference work presents a collection of historiographical essays by
prominent scholars. The essays explore three centuries of America’s global
interactions and the ways U.S. foreign policies have been analyzed and interpreted
over time. Scholars offer fresh perspectives on the history of U.S. foreign relations;
analyze the causes, influences, and consequences of major foreign policy decisions;
and address contemporary debates surrounding the practice of American power. The
Companion covers a wide variety of methodologies, integrating political, military,
economic, social and cultural history to explore the ideas and events that shaped U.S.
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diplomacy and foreign relations and continue to influence national identity. The essays
discuss topics such as the links between U.S. foreign relations and the study of
ideology, race, gender, and religion; Native American history, expansion, and
imperialism; industrialization and modernization; domestic and international politics; and
the United States’ role in decolonization, globalization, and the Cold War. A
comprehensive approach to understanding the history, influences, and drivers of U.S.
foreign relation, this indispensable resource: Examines significant foreign policy events
and their subsequent interpretations Places key figures and policies in their historical,
national, and international contexts Provides background on recent and current debates
in U.S. foreign policy Explores the historiography and primary sources for each topic
Covers the development of diverse themes and methodologies in histories of U.S.
foreign policy Offering scholars, teachers, and students unmatched chronological
breadth and analytical depth, A Companion to U.S. Foreign Relations: Colonial Era to
the Present is an important contribution to scholarship on the history of America’s
interactions with the world.
From the ongoing issues of poverty, health, housing and employment to the recent
upsurge of lethal police-community relations, the black working class stands at the
center of perceptions of social and racial conflict today. Journalists and public policy
analysts often discuss the black poor as “consumers” rather than “producers,” as
“takers” rather than “givers,” and as “liabilities” instead of “assets.” In his engrossing
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new history, Workers on Arrival, Joe William Trotter, Jr. refutes these perceptions by
charting the black working class’s vast contributions to the making of America.
Covering the last four hundred years since Africans were first brought to Virginia in
1619, Trotter traces black workers’ complicated journey from the transatlantic slave
trade through the American Century to the demise of the industrial order in the 21st
century. At the center of this compelling, fast-paced narrative are the actual
experiences of these African American men and women. A dynamic and vital history of
remarkable contributions despite repeated setbacks, Workers on Arrival expands our
understanding of America’s economic and industrial growth, its cities, ideas, and
institutions, and the real challenges confronting black urban communities today.
"Brilliant, painful, enlightening, tearful, tragic, sad, and funny, this photo-essay book is
at its core about healing, and about the social justice work that still needs to be done in
the era of hip-hop, Black Lives Matter, and the historic presidency of Barack Obama." -Kevin Powell, author of The Education of Kevin Powell: A Boy's Journey into Manhood
"A brilliantly conceived volume. Bryan Shih and Yohuru Williams demonstrate why the
Panthers' story-its lessons and failures-even fifty years after its founding remains key to
understanding national and international struggles for freedom and justice today." -Cheryl Finley, professor and director of visual studies, Cornell University Even fifty
years after it was founded, the Black Panther Party remains one of the most
misunderstood political organizations of the twentieth century. But beyond the labels of
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"extremist" and "violent" that have marked the party, and beyond charismatic leaders
like Huey Newton, Bobby Seale, and Eldridge Cleaver, were the ordinary men and
women who made up the Panther rank and file. In The Black Panthers, photojournalist
Bryan Shih and historian Yohuru Williams offer a reappraisal of the party's history and
legacy. Through stunning portraits and interviews with surviving Panthers, as well as
illuminating essays by leading scholars, The Black Panthers reveals party members'
grit and battle scars-and the undying love for the people that kept them going.
Scholarship on African American history has changed dramaticallysince the publication
of George Washington Williams’pioneering A History of the Negro Race in America in
1882.Organized chronologically and thematically, What is AfricanAmerican History?
offers a concise and compelling introductionto the field of African American history as
well as the blackhistorical enterpriseÑpast, present, and future. Pero GagloDagbovie
discusses many of the discipline’s important turningpoints, subspecialties, defining
characteristics, debates, texts,and scholars. The author explores the growth and
maturation ofscholarship on African American history from late nineteenth andearly
twentieth centuries until the field achieved significantrecognition from the ‘mainstream’
U.S. historicalprofession in the 1970s. Subsequent decades witnessed the
emergenceand development of key theoretical approaches, controversies, anddynamic
areas of concentration in black history, the vibrant fieldof black women’s history, the
intriguing relationship betweenAfrican American history and Black Studies, and the
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imaginablefuture directions of African American history in the twenty-firstcentury. What
is African American History? will be a practicalintroduction for all students of African
American history and BlackStudies.
The Routledge History of World Peace since 1750 examines the varied and
multifaceted scholarship surrounding the topic of peace and engages in a fruitful
dialogue about the global history of peace since 1750. Interdisciplinary in nature, the
book includes contributions from authors working in fields as diverse as history,
philosophy, literature, art, sociology, and Peace Studies. The book crosses the divide
between historical inquiry and Peace Studies scholarship, with traditional aspects of
peace promotion sitting alongside expansive analyses of peace through other lenses,
including specific regional investigations of the Middle East, Africa, Latin America, and
other parts of the world. Divided thematically into six parts that are loosely chronological
in structure, the book offers a broad overview of peace issues such as peacebuilding,
state building, and/or conflict resolution in individual countries or regions, and indicates
the unique challenges of achieving peace from a range of perspectives. Global in scope
and supported by regional and temporal case studies, the volume is an essential
resource for educators, activists, and policymakers involved in promoting peace and
curbing violence as well as students and scholars of Peace Studies, history, and their
related fields.
From well-known intellectuals such as Frederick Douglass and Nella Larsen to oftenPage 9/25
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obscured thinkers such as Amina Baraka and Bernardo Ruiz Suárez, black theorists
across the globe have engaged in sustained efforts to create insurgent and resilient
forms of thought. New Perspectives on the Black Intellectual Tradition is a collection of
twelve essays that explores these and other theorists and their contributions to diverse
strains of political, social, and cultural thought. The book examines four central themes
within the black intellectual tradition: black internationalism, religion and spirituality,
racial politics and struggles for social justice, and black radicalism. The essays identify
the emergence of black thought within multiple communities internationally, analyze
how black thinkers shaped and were shaped by the historical moment in which they
lived, interrogate the ways in which activists and intellectuals connected their theoretical
frameworks across time and space, and assess how these strains of thought bolstered
black consciousness and resistance worldwide. Defying traditional temporal and
geographical boundaries, New Perspectives on the Black Intellectual Tradition
illuminates the origins of and conduits for black ideas, redefines the relationship
between black thought and social action, and challenges long-held assumptions about
black perspectives on religion, race, and radicalism. The intellectuals profiled in the
volume reshape and redefine the contours and boundaries of black thought, further
illuminating the depth and diversity of the black intellectual tradition.
In her innovative study of human rights discourse, Lena Khor takes up the prevailing
concern by scholars who charge that the globalization of human rights discourse is
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becoming yet another form of cultural, legal, and political imperialism imposed from
above by an international human rights regime based in the Global North. To counter
these charges, she argues for a paradigmatic shift away from human rights as a
hegemonic, immutable, and ill-defined entity toward one that recognizes human rights
as a social construct comprised of language and of language use. She proposes a new
theoretical framework based on a global discourse network of human rights, supporting
her model with case studies that examine the words and actions of witnesses to
genocide (Paul Rusesabagina) and humanitarian organizations (Doctors Without
Borders). She also analyzes the language of texts such as Michael Ondaatje's Anil's
Ghost. Khor's idea of a globally networked structure of human rights discourse enables
actors (textual and human) who tap into or are linked into this rapidly globalizing system
of networks to increase their power as speaking subjects and, in so doing, to influence
the range of acceptable meanings and practices of human rights in the cultural sphere.
Khor’s book is a unique and important contribution to the study of human rights in the
humanities that revitalizes viable notions of agency and liberatory network power in
fields that have been dominated by negative visions of human capacity and moral
action.
It was a common charge among black radicals in the 1960s that Britons needed to start
“thinking black.” As state and society consolidated around a revived politics of
whiteness, “thinking black,” they felt, was necessary for all who sought to build a
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liberated future out of Britain’s imperial past. In Thinking Black, Rob Waters reveals
black radical Britain’s wide cultural-political formation, tracing it across new institutions
of black civil society and connecting it to decolonization and black liberation across the
Atlantic world. He shows how, from the mid-1960s to the mid-1980s, black radicalism
defined what it meant to be black and what it meant to be radical in Britain.
Empower your virtual and remote teams with this comprehensive and timely new
resource Power Teams Beyond Borders: How to Work Remotely and Build Powerful
Virtual Teams shows readers how to unlock the potential of their remote and online
teams. Full of actionable advice and concrete strategies, celebrated consultant and
author Peter Ivanov offers virtual leaders practical guidance on how to create and
sustain online engagement across multiple time zones and cultures. The book includes
step-by-step advice on areas like: How to build trust and clarity without meeting in
person How to establish structure in communications and avoid confusion How to make
the most of your team members’ unique talents in a global setting How to use the
technique of “over-communication” to ensure your team members remain fully
informed Perfect for anyone who’s expected to lead in an online or virtual environment,
Power Teams Beyond Borders also belongs on the bookshelves of everyone who
hopes to deliver results in an environment that includes remote teamwork.
A diverse group of women leaders share their incredible stories and empower other
immigrant women to reach their full potential and succeed on their own terms.
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This book explores contemporary inflections of blackness in Israel and foreground them
in the historical geographies of Europe, the Middle East, and North America. The
contributors engage with expressions and appropriations of modern forms of blackness
for boundary-making, boundary-breaking, and boundary-re-making in contemporary
Israel, underscoring the deep historical roots of contemporary understandings of race,
blackness, and Jewishness. Allowing a new perspective on the sociology of Israel and
the realm of black studies, this volume reveals a highly nuanced portrait of the
phenomenon of blackness, one that is located at the nexus of global, regional, national
and local dimensions. While race has been discussed as it pertains to Judaism at large,
and Israeli society in particular, blackness as a conceptual tool divorced from
phenotype, skin tone and even music has yet to be explored. Grounded in ethnographic
research, the study demonstrates that many ethno-racial groups that constitute Israeli
society intimately engage with blackness as it is repeatedly and explicitly addressed by
a wide array of social actors. Enhancing our understanding of the politics of identity,
rights, and victimhood embedded within the rhetoric of blackness in contemporary
Israel, this book will be of interest to scholars of blackness, globalization, immigration,
and diaspora.
*"This superb anthology of short stories, comics, and poems is fresh, funny, and full of
authentic YA voices revealing what it means to be Mexican American . . . Not to be
missed."--SLC, starred review *"Superlative . . . A memorable collection." --Booklist,
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starred review *"Voices reach out from the pages of this anthology . . . It will make a
lasting impression on all readers." --SLJ, starred review Twenty stand-alone short
stories, essays, poems, and more from celebrated and award-winning authors make up
this YA anthology that explores the Mexican American experience. With works by
Francisco X. Stork, Guadalupe Garcia McCall, David Bowles, Rubén Degollado, e.E.
Charlton-Trujillo, Diana López, Xavier Garza, Trinidad Gonzales, Alex Temblador, Aida
Salazar, Guadalupe Ruiz-Flores, Sylvia Sánchez Garza, Dominic Carrillo, Angela
Cervantes, Carolyn Dee Flores, René Saldaña Jr., Justine Narro, Daniel García Ordáz,
and Anna Meriano. In this mixed-media collection of short stories, personal essays,
poetry, and comics, this celebrated group of authors share the borders they have
crossed, the struggles they have pushed through, and the two cultures they continue to
navigate as Mexican Americans. Living Beyond Borders is at once an eye-opening,
heart-wrenching, and hopeful love letter from the Mexican American community to
today's young readers. A powerful exploration of what it means to be Mexican
American.
In The Revolution Has Come Robyn C. Spencer traces the Black Panther Party's
organizational evolution in Oakland, California, where hundreds of young people came
to political awareness and journeyed to adulthood as members. Challenging the belief
that the Panthers were a projection of the leadership, Spencer draws on interviews with
rank-and-file members, FBI files, and archival materials to examine the impact the
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organization's internal politics and COINTELPRO's political repression had on its
evolution and dissolution. She shows how the Panthers' members interpreted,
implemented, and influenced party ideology and programs; initiated dialogues about
gender politics; highlighted ambiguities in the Panthers' armed stance; and criticized
organizational priorities. Spencer also centers gender politics and the experiences of
women and their contributions to the Panthers and the Black Power movement as a
whole. Providing a panoramic view of the party's organization over its sixteen-year
history, The Revolution Has Come shows how the Black Panthers embodied Black
Power through the party's international activism, interracial alliances, commitment to
address state violence, and desire to foster self-determination in Oakland's black
communities.
Draws on a wide range of cultural materials in order to challenge Eurocentric readings
of decolonisation.
In 1932, Mittie Maude Lena Gordon spoke to a crowd of black Chicagoans at the old
Jack Johnson boxing ring, rallying their support for emigration to West Africa. In 1937,
Celia Jane Allen traveled to Jim Crow Mississippi to organize rural black workers
around black nationalist causes. In the late 1940s, from her home in Kingston, Jamaica,
Amy Jacques Garvey launched an extensive letter-writing campaign to defend the
Greater Liberia Bill, which would relocate 13 million black Americans to West Africa.
Gordon, Allen, and Jacques Garvey—as well as Maymie De Mena, Ethel Collins, Amy
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Ashwood, and Ethel Waddell—are part of an overlooked and understudied group of
black women who take center stage in Set the World on Fire, the first book to examine
how black nationalist women engaged in national and global politics from the early
twentieth century to the 1960s. Historians of the era generally portray the period
between the Garvey movement of the 1920s and the Black Power movement of the
1960s as one of declining black nationalist activism, but Keisha N. Blain reframes the
Great Depression, World War II, and the early Cold War as significant eras of black
nationalist—and particularly, black nationalist women's—ferment. In Chicago, Harlem,
and the Mississippi Delta, from Britain to Jamaica, these women built alliances with
people of color around the globe, agitating for the rights and liberation of black people
in the United States and across the African diaspora. As pragmatic activists, they
employed multiple protest strategies and tactics, combined numerous religious and
political ideologies, and forged unlikely alliances in their struggles for freedom. Drawing
on a variety of previously untapped sources, including newspapers, government
records, songs, and poetry, Set the World on Fire highlights the flexibility, adaptability,
and experimentation of black women leaders who demanded equal recognition and
participation in global civil society.
She's about to find out that nothing is fair when it comes to war, except, the healing power of
love. When Ariadne Tate takes a deployment to Sudan with a medical aid organisation,
romance is the last thing on her mind...but Dr Ford Gosden puts a glitch in her plans. Too
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damn attractive for his own good and a thoroughly nice guy, Ford slowly seeps under Ariadne's
skin. But Sudan is not a stable place to form a relationship, and as political tension escalates in
the region, Ariadne has no choice but to focus on her job and her safety. Under the protection
of a UN convoy, she heads out into the war–torn countryside – and the unthinkable happens.
Captured and held hostage by a renegade with no chance of escape, Ariadne's hope for a new
life with the man she loves begins to fade and the fight for her life begins.
The African American struggle for civil rights in the twentieth century is one of the most
important stories in American history. With all the information available, however, it is easy for
even the most enthusiastic reader to be overwhelmed. In Rethinking the Black Freedom
Movement, Yohuru Williams has synthesized the complex history of this period into a clear and
compelling narrative. Considering both the Civil Rights and Black Power movements as distinct
but overlapping elements of the Black Freedom struggle, Williams looks at the impact of the
struggle for Black civil rights on housing, transportation, education, labor, voting rights, culture,
and more, and places the activism of the 1950s and 60s within the context of a much longer
tradition reaching from Reconstruction to the present day. Exploring the different strands within
the movement, key figures and leaders, and its ongoing legacy, Rethinking the Black Freedom
Movement is the perfect introduction for anyone seeking to understand the struggle for Black
civil rights in America.
In this comprehensive history, Ashley D. Farmer examines black women's political, social, and
cultural engagement with Black Power ideals and organizations. Complicating the assumption
that sexism relegated black women to the margins of the movement, Farmer demonstrates
how female activists fought for more inclusive understandings of Black Power and social
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justice by developing new ideas about black womanhood. This compelling book shows how the
new tropes of womanhood that they created--the "Militant Black Domestic," the "Revolutionary
Black Woman," and the "Third World Woman," for instance--spurred debate among activists
over the importance of women and gender to Black Power organizing, causing many of the
era's organizations and leaders to critique patriarchy and support gender equality. Making use
of a vast and untapped array of black women's artwork, political cartoons, manifestos, and
political essays that they produced as members of groups such as the Black Panther Party and
the Congress of African People, Farmer reveals how black women activists reimagined black
womanhood, challenged sexism, and redefined the meaning of race, gender, and identity in
American life.
The 1967 Arab–Israeli War rocketed the question of Israel and Palestine onto the front pages
of American newspapers. Black Power activists saw Palestinians as a kindred people of color,
waging the same struggle for freedom and justice as themselves. Soon concerns over the
Arab–Israeli conflict spread across mainstream black politics and into the heart of the civil
rights movement itself. Black Power and Palestine uncovers why so many African
Americans—notably Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X, and Muhammad Ali, among
others—came to support the Palestinians or felt the need to respond to those who did.
Americans first heard pro-Palestinian sentiments in public through the black freedom struggle
of the 1960s and 1970s. Michael R. Fischbach uncovers this hidden history of the Arab–Israeli
conflict's role in African American activism and the ways that distant struggle shaped the
domestic fight for racial equality. Black Power's transnational connections between African
Americans and Palestinians deeply affected U.S. black politics, animating black visions of
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identity well into the late 1970s. Black Power and Palestine allows those black voices to be
heard again today. In chronicling this story, Fischbach reveals much about how American
peoples of color create political strategies, a sense of self, and a place within U.S. and global
communities. The shadow cast by events of the 1960s and 1970s continues to affect the
United States in deep, structural ways. This is the first book to explore how conflict in the
Middle East shaped the American civil rights movement.
“This book is about an idea that rests at the junction of what we call wilderness and civilization.
Simply, it is a call for rethinking, and more importantly, reconstructing, our relationship with
nature.” --from Inside PassageProtecting land in parks, safe from human encroachment, has
been a primary strategy of conservationists for the past century and a half. Yet drawing lines
around an area and calling it wilderness does little to solve larger environmental problems. As
author Richard Manning puts it in a knowingly provocative way: “Wilderness designation is not
a victory, but acknowledgement of defeat.”In Inside Passage, Manning takes us on a thoughtprovoking tour of the lands along the Pacific Northwest's Inside Passage -- from southeast
Alaska down through Puget Sound, and then on to the northern Oregon coast and the
Columbia River system -- as he explores the dichotomy between “wilderness” and
“civilization” and the often disastrous effects of industrialization.Through vivid description and
conversations with people in the region, Manning brings new insights to the area's most
pressing environmental concerns -- the salmon crisis, deforestation, hydroelectric dams, urban
sprawl -- and examines various innovative ways they are being addressed. He details efforts to
restore degraded ecosystems and to integrate economic development with environmental
protection, and looks at powerful new tools such as Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
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that are increasingly being used to further conservation efforts.Throughout, Manning focuses
on the hopeful possibility that we can redesign the human enterprise to a scale more
appropriate to the nature that holds it, that rather than drawing borders around nature, we
might instead start placing borders on human behavior. Perhaps, he suggests, we can begin to
behave in all places as if all places matter to us as much as wilderness, and, in the process,
claim all of nature as our own.Inside Passage is a wide-ranging and thoughtful exploration by a
gifted writer, and an important work for anyone interested in the Pacific Northwest, or
concerned about the future of our relationship to the natural world.
With contributions by: Rosa M. Banda, Michael L. Clemons, Lakeyta M. Bonnette-Bailey,
Donathan L. Brown, Hannah Firdyiwek, Alonzo M. Flowers III, Helen Taylor Greene, William G.
Jones, Athena M. King, Tajullah Sky Lark, Jamela M. Martin, Marcus L. Martin, Byron
DAndra Orey, Amardo Rodriguez, Audrey E. Snyder, James L. Taylor, Leslie U. Walker, and
Jason M. Williams This book examines how Martin Luther Kings life and work had a profound,
if unpredictable, impact on the course of the United States since the civil rights era. A global
icon of freedom, justice, and equality, King is recognized worldwide as a beacon in the
struggles of peoples seeking to eradicate oppression, entrenched poverty, social deprivation,
as well as political and economic disfranchisement. While Dr. Kings work and ideas have
gained broad traction, some powerful people misappropriate the symbol of King, skewing his
legacy. With unique, multidisciplinary works by scholars from around the country, this
anthology focuses on contemporary social policies and issues in America. Collectively, these
pieces explore wide-ranging issues and contemporary social developments through the lens of
Dr. Kings perceptions, analysis, and prescriptions. Essayists bring a multidisciplinary and
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interdisciplinary approach to social policies and current issues in light of his ideals. They strive
to glean new approaches and solutions that comport with Dr. Kings vision. Organized into
three sections, the book focuses on selected issues in contemporary domestic politics and
policy, foreign policy and foreign affairs, and social developments that impinge upon African
Americans and Americans in general. Essays shed light on Dr. Kings perspective related to
crime and justice, the right to vote, the hip hop movement, American foreign policy in the
Middle East and Africa, healthcare, and other pressing issues. This book infers what Dr.
Kings response and actions might be on important and problematic contemporary policy and
social issues that have arisen in the postcivil rights era.
The Oxford Handbook of the Ends of Empire offers the most comprehensive treatment of the
causes, course, and consequences of the ends of empire in the twentieth century. The
volume's contributors convey the global reach of decolonization, with chapters analysing the
empires of Western Europe, Eastern Europe, China and Japan. The Handbook combines
broad, regional treatments of decolonization with chapter contributions constructed around
particular themes or social issues. It considers how the history of decolonization is being
rethought as a result of the rise of the 'new' imperial history, and its emphasis on race, gender,
and culture, as well as the more recent growth of interest in histories of globalization,
transnational history, and histories of migration and diaspora, humanitarianism and
development, and human rights. The Handbook, in other words, seeks to identify the
processes and commonalities of experience that make decolonization a unique historical
phenomenon with a lasting resonance. In light of decades of historical and social scientific
scholarship on modernization, dependency, neo-colonialism, 'failed state' architectures and
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post-colonial conflict, the obvious question that begs itself is 'when did empires actually end?'
In seeking to unravel this most basic dilemma the Handbook explores the relationship between
the study of decolonization and the study of globalization. It connects histories of the latecolonial and post-colonial worlds, and considers the legacies of empire in European and
formerly colonised societies.
A bold new history of postwar political philosophy and of how John Rawls transformed modern
liberalism In the Shadow of Justice tells the story of how liberal political philosophy was
transformed in the second half of the twentieth century under the influence of John Rawls. In
this first-ever history of contemporary liberal theory, Katrina Forrester shows how liberal
egalitarianism—a set of ideas about justice, equality, obligation, and the state—became
dominant, and traces its emergence from the political and ideological context of the postwar
United States and Britain. In the aftermath of the civil rights movement and the Vietnam War,
political philosophers extended, developed, and reshaped liberalism as they responded to
challenges and alternatives on the left and right—from the New International Economic Order to
the rise of the New Right. These thinkers remade political philosophy in ways that influenced
both liberal theory and its critics. Recasting the history of late twentieth-century political
thought, In the Shadow of Justice offers a rigorous look at liberalism’s ambitions and limits.
Gender, Imperialism and Global Exchanges presents a collection of original readings that
address gendered dimensions of empire from a wide range of geographical and temporal
settings. Draws on original research on gender and empire in relation to labour, commodities,
fashion, politics, mobility, and visuality Includes coverage of gender issues from countries in
Africa, the Americas, Europe, and Asia between the eighteenth to twentieth centuries
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Highlights a range of transnational and transregional connections across the globe Features
innovative gender analyses of the circulation of people, ideas, and cultural practices
This book examines the post-1960s era of popular music in the Anglo-Black Atlantic through
the prism of historical theory and methods. By using a series of case studies, this book
mobilizes historical theory and methods to underline different expressions of alternative music
functioning within a mainstream musical industry. Each chapter highlights a particular theory or
method while simultaneously weaving it through a genre of music expressing a notion of
alternativity—an explicit positioning of one’s expression outside and counter to the mainstream.
Historical Theory and Methods through Popular Music seeks to fill a gap in current scholarship
by offering a collection written specifically for the pedagogical and theoretical needs of those
interested in the topic.
The close diplomatic, economic, and military ties that comprising the "special relationship"
between the United States and Great Britain have received plenty of attention from historians
over the years. Less frequently noted are the countries' shared experiences of empire, white
supremacy, racial inequality, and neoliberalism - and the attendant struggles for civil rights and
political reform that have marked their recent history. This state-of-the-field collection traces
the contours of this other "special relationship," exploring its implications for our understanding
of the development of an internationally interconnected civil rights movement. Here, scholars
from a range of research fields contribute essays on a wide variety of themes, from solidarity
protests to calypso culture to white supremacy.
An invaluable resource that documents the Black Power Movement by its cultural
representation and promotion of self-determination and self-defense, and showcases the
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movement's influence on Black communities in America from 1965 to the mid-1970s. • Gives
students and general readers a comprehensive overview of the Black Power Movement and an
understanding of its importance within the turbulence and politics of the 1960s and 1970s in
the United States as well as in the context of modern-day civil rights • Provides insight into
important concepts such as Black self-determination, Black consciousness, independent Black
politics, and independent institutions • Features contributions from premier Black Power
scholars as well as Black Power activists • Offers topical and biographical entries, a timeline of
events, and a bibliography of key print and nonprint sources of additional information
Moving Beyond Borders is the first book-length history of Black health care workers in Canada,
delving into the experiences of thirty-five postwar-era nurses who were born in Canada or who
immigrated from the Caribbean either through Britain or directly to Canada. Karen Flynn
examines the shaping of these women's stories from their childhoods through to their roles as
professionals and community activists. Flynn interweaves oral histories with archival sources to
show how these women's lives were shaped by their experiences of migration, professional
training, and family life. Theoretical analyses from postcolonial, gender, and diasporic Black
Studies serve to highlight the multiple subjectivities operating within these women's lives. By
presenting a collective biography of identity formation, Moving Beyond Borders reveals the
extraordinary complexity of Black women's history.
A scholar of race and a leader in the Afro-Asian solidarity movement, Cedric Dover embodied
the 20th-century cosmopolitan redefinition of racial identity. Tracing Dover's evolution through
his relationships with W.E.B. Du Bois, Langston Hughes, and Paul Robeson, this book tracks
racial identity in the twentieth century.
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